Beam orientation in stereotactic radiosurgery using an artificial neural network.
To investigate the feasibility of using an artificial neural network (ANN) to generate beam orientations in stereotactic radiosurgery (SRS). A dataset of 669 intracranial lesions was used to build, train, and validate three ANNs. In ANN1, Cartesian coordinates described the localization of the PTV and OARs. In ANN2, a genetic algorithm was used to optimize the model. In ANN3, vectors were used to define the distance between the PTV and OARs. In all ANNs, inputs consisted of the treatment plan parameters plus the patient's particular geometric parameters; outputs were beam and table angles. The ANN- and human-generated plans were then compared using dose-volume histograms, root-mean-square (RMS) and Gamma index methods. The mean volume of PTV covered by the 95% isodose was 99.2% in the MP's plan vs. 99.3%, 98.5% and 99.2% for ANN1, ANN2, and ANN3, respectively. No significant differences were observed between the plans. ANN1 showed the best agreement (Gamma index) with the human planner. While RMS errors in the three ANN models were comparable, ANN1 showed the lowest (best) values. ANN models were able to determine beam orientation in SRS. ANN-generated treatment plans were comparable to human-designed plans.